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Books

This is a supplementary textbook I keep in the classroom for additional information and as a student resource outside their own textbook. Middle and high school level reading.

This book is about the symbols of America from the Statue of Liberty, the flag, the Liberty Bell, our Constitution, monuments, holidays, etc. Each short lesson is about a particular symbol, a short reading, sometimes a drawing activity or poem/writing activity, and discussion starters.

"Why We Need the Bill of Rights", "Power to the People", "Will New Laws Curb Teen Smoking are a few of the articles and plays inside the weekly magazine.


The above material is used each year with 8th grade U.S. History students to teach the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Sometimes the material is presented, explained, passed around to students and then displayed on a bulletin board for future use. Students use this material as a resource for varied projects or support in a position paper.

Branson, Margaret S. We the People... Project Citizen. California: Center for Civic Education. 2001.
The emphasis and exercises within this book are to guide students to an understanding that government is not allowed to interfere with a person's freedom or belief. A proposed policy does or does not violate this limit on the power of government is also a question for students. The various ideas in the teachers edition gives examples of projects for middle school and high school students to approach change in their society from the standpoint of the Bill of Rights.

This text is a supplemental work to be used in the teaching of the Constitution and the Amendments. It has short 15 minute lesson ideas and pre- and post-tests. There is a reading level of middle to high school; and there is a section for ESL and learning disabled students' to better
understand the content.


This resource is a book of duplicatable blackline master copies that were developed to help students understand principles and see them at work in their own lives. Primary source materials, lessons, guided reading exercises, and activities help build skills and vocabulary while teaching students important concepts about their country's government. Students learn about the Constitution and 9 other documents.


Another text book that is kept on the resource shelf in my classroom for student use. Middle and high school reading level.


This book is a collection of essays by Chief Justice Warren Burger. He comments on "Why we needed a new Constitution in 1787" to the "Ratification of the Constitution", to "Why no Bill of Rights in 1787?" This is a teacher resource that can be copied or read to students for clarification.


This is a small pamphlet printed by the United States government in recognition of the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger wrote the forward and helped compile useful information. Not only does it have the Constitution, the Declaration of Independence, but it also has "dates to remember", and index for quick reference, and short comments and essays by people like John Marshall and Alexander Hamilton. Students are given one of these pamphlets to use as a resource.


The first five minutes of class are among the most critical in teaching for the role they play in setting instructional stage and transitioning students into the lesson. This book includes themes addressing topics from American history that span from the pre-Columbian era to the present. Each of the 72 themes includes 6 different types of reflective and critical thinking activities: journal writing prompts, time lines, decision-making scenarios, concept maps, Venn diagrams, and vee heuristics. There are numerous activities for the Federalist Era and the Building of the Constitution and the Amendment process. This book is for middle school and high school students.


This study guide takes the teacher and students through the roots of constitutional government, colonial rebellion, and influences of Locke, Rousseau, and Montesquieu. It also addresses landmark decisions, expanded court powers, the amendment process and other rights. Middle and high school students would enjoy this resource to help them with a position paper.


Children's book that tells the story of the Revolutionary leaders and their hard work putting together a Constitution when the states thou t the framers were simply working on revisions of the Articles of Confederation.

The resource is for grades 4-8. The lessons are written to help elementary and middle school teachers apply the economic way of thinking, as they instruct their students about events in U.S. History. The lessons are adaptable to the curriculum in a variety of regions of the country. One of the lessons is Writing the Constitution was Hard - costs and benefits, trade-offs, another is The Constitution: What Freedoms Did the Framers Want? Economic freedom, costs and benefits, trade-offs, and entrepreneurship."


At the end of book 3, Hakim begins the process of having students understand the process of government for a new nation. She tells the events as though it is a story to get students' attention. The students begin the journey with Philadelphia and the state leaders meeting to talk about a central governing body. She leaves off there and I assume book 4 takes up the story.


Book 4 does not go in-depth but it does talk about the Bill of Rights and the citizens' question why they weren't added to the Constitution in the first place. The book is written for middle and high school students. It has numerous quality pictures, charts, and fun facts in the side bars.


Book 5 deals with the pre-Civil War and the question of human rights for all people - women and people of color. There are only a few brief entries, but enough information that a student could use the material as a resource for another larger work or project.


The book deals with the Civil War as a stepping stone to expanded human rights.


This book is the companion to the PBS series of the same name about democracy and struggle for fairness in the United States.


This is a high school civics text, but I use it and some exercises in it for middle school students. The book information ranges from the Constitution, Amendments, Rights and Responsibilities of Self and Government, Separation of Powers, etc. This is an extremely handy and informative book that I feel grateful to have at my fingertips.


Grads 4-8 could easily use this book. It makes history come alive with 30 original poems, plus background information, writing prompts, and various activities. American history lessons explore eras from the Pilgrim, American Revolution, Civil War, Pioneers, Immigration, World War II, the Moon Landing and more. This is a nice supplement for students and their teacher to take a softer look at America.


The book is divided into section such as The New World, Birth of a Nation, The Country Grows, etc. Each section or puzzle has a short synopsis of information. The student reads the work and
applies the knowledge to the crossword puzzle. The book is for grades 5-8.


This resource book deals with the history of the judicial system in the U.S., the justices, the court system from the local level to the Supreme Court, and landmark court cases that have impacted the U.S.

Matz, Judith A. *We the People: Level 2*. California: Center for Civic Education. 2002.

Middle level soft cover book with lessons dealing with the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Exercises are numerous and often the teacher has to winnow the assignments.


The lessons provided about the making of the Constitution and the Amendments are for grades 4-6. This book is for the grade school student.


This book and its accompanying study guide are designed to help students understand how the Bill of Rights became part of the U.S. Constitution, what it contained in it mean, and why it continues to be so important to everyday citizens. This guide offers classroom activities and handouts to promote active learning and enhance student understanding of the material covered in the Bill of Rights. In addition to reinforcing facts, the activities require students to conduct independent research; evaluate, analyze, and synthesize information; and hypothesize about the future. Students will understand and discuss the history and development of the Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution, analyze the language and meaning of each amendment in the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment, explain why the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment are so important to American democracy, and examine the role citizens in enforcing the Bill of Rights.


This Weekly Reader book is about the time of May 1787 and the place is Philadelphia. More than 50 delegates are gathered at the State House to form a new government- your government. George Washington is here, and Franklin, Hamilton, and Madison too. Hamilton says the President should be elected for life. "But that would be like having a king," someone shouts. "Big states should have more votes than small states," argues another. How will they ever settle their differences? Join them and see for yourself how they decide the great issues that will shape America.


This book is part of the *We the People* series, but goes deeper into the Amendment process for the middle school student. The activities and lessons are mostly seat work with no projects for alternative learners.


This text is a high school book and a good resource in the 8th grade classroom. It raises the bar of learning for those students who need a challenge.


Using primary sources offers students the opportunity to act and think as historians. Students will participate in the constructive process of history by studying primary documents and photographs. Viewing historic photographs, handling facsimiles of famous documents, and reading the comments and opinions of those in the past will bring history alive for students. Understanding the
background of each primary source will help students to put historical events and attitudes into perspective, to think progressively, and to walk in the shoes of their ancestors. The document-based assessment section provides student preparation and practice on the document-based questions that appear on many standardized tests today. Students will be able to analyze for meanings, compare and contrast, compose short answers, and even respond to and reflect on topics with longer essay questions. The entire testing section will provide students with opportunities to prepare for a variety of testing situations.

This updated version of the same one listed below is a filled with crossword puzzles, short readings, vocabulary words, and leaders who framed the Constitution.

This resource includes a reference list of texts about the Constitution, excerpts from documents that helped shape the Constitution, the Magna Carta through the AntiFederalist Concerns. There are tables and diagrams to help the student see the ratification process, checks and balances, how a bill becomes a law, and each branch's duties and responsibilities. There is a copy of the Constitution and Amendments and a glossary of terms to assist the student. This resource is for middle and high school students.

Three hundred and fifty original ways to motivate writers, Creative prompts for every day of the school year. Topics include feelings, ethics, imagining, quotations, humor, problem solving, school situations, and more. Included are reproducible skills lessons to teach important rules through funny stories, practice exercises, and puzzles. All lessons are built around American history and the Constitution.

This is a soft cover resource filled with copies of primary source documents, short readings of explanation, and short question and answers to get students thinking. It does not contain many activities for the teacher to use with students. Most of the information in cut and dried material that students can use for preparing position papers, etc.

This book is filled with essays, poems, short story excerpts and plays by numerous American authors from William Bradford and Anne Bradstreet to Thomas Jefferson, Emerson, Dix, Whitman, Sinclair, London, Faulkner, Simon, Angelou and others. Each lesson has a reading, an historical explanation and a literature connection to compare literature and historical accuracy.

Included are 72 biographical sketches that provide insight into the contributions to America of people from every era. The sketches are representative of the great diversity of Americans in all walks of life - government, business, and labor leaders; religious, military, and minority leaders; sports, entertainment, and media figures. Each portrait includes two types of questions designed to provide students with a basic review of the portrait and a critical thinking challenge. Answers to these questions are provided in the back of this booklet. This is a middle school age material.

Learning about the democratic system and how the political process works helps to promote better citizenship. The engaging activities found in U.S. Government will help students to understand
better how the system works in our daily living experiences. The first part of the book focuses on the Constitution, its amendments, the separation of powers, and our system of checks and balances. The remainder of the book includes activities that highlight our civic responsibilities as good citizens of this country. A complete answer key is provided.

Videos and CDs

Film is 112 minutes. America, 1787. Ten years since the signing of the Declaration of Independence. England wages a new war of unfair trade and tariffs. Bickering and jealously fracture the once united states. But a handful of brilliant men James Madison, George Washington, and Benjamin Franklin, lead apolitical battle to create a new form of government, one that will establish the standard of self-government to the world.

This CD-ROM contains photographs and other primary sources as well as student activity sheets, extension activities, and document text.

The 30 minute video takes the students down to the Conjunction Junction Diner, where the special of the day is America Rock. Learning about American History and Government is easy when you sing along with Schoolhouse Rock. Rocky serves up your America Rock videos from the jukebox, including No More Kings-The Founding America, Fireworks-The Declaration of Independence, The Shot Heard "Round the World"-The Start of the Revolution, The Preamble-The Constitution, Elbow Room-The Pioneers Opening the West, The Great American Melting Pot-The Ethnic Diversity of America, Mother Necessity-Great American Inventors, Sufferin' Till Suffrage-Women's Right to Vote, I'm Just a Bill-How a Bill Becomes a Law, Three-Ring Government-The Judicial, Legislative and Executive Branches.

The lawmaking simulation will help students assume the role of a newly elected member of the House of Representatives, understand the legislative process, appreciate the necessity of compromise and consensus building, and appreciate the important decisions that go into the passage of a law. The Constitution section on this CD-ROM provides students with full text of the United States Constitution, complete commentary, explaining key content and defining terms, audio glossary of related social studies terms in English and Spanish, and discussions of more than 40 landmark Supreme Court cases.

Sources included are biographies, diaries, editorials, essays, letters, literature, newspaper and magazine articles, official documents, speeches, and Supreme Court cases. The visual primary sources include: fine art, photographs, political cartoons, and posters.

The video and work sheets deal with drawing inferences and citizen involvement in democracy, analyzing information and the influence of the United States Constitution, analyzing information about checks and balances in the Federal Government, applying knowledge and logical reasoning into presidential powers, and decision making and reviewing United States Supreme Court
decisions.

Articles


Articles include The 10 Amendments: Their history, their meaning; The Other Amendment: the 14th adds value; Roots & Radicals: The struggle over passage; The Dark Century; First & Foremost: They invoked the First; Presumed Innocent: Oregon public defenders; A long Journey: The case began on a bus and wound up in the Supreme Court; Law & Order: Police and prosecutors tell how rulings affect them; The Case for Hate: A burning cross becomes a test for St. Paul, Minn.; The Rights Stuff: Alluring addenda about the amendments; The Advocates: Robert Bork and Laurence Tribe face off; The Activists: Nebraskans fight for their rights; and lastly Just One More.


Internet Sites


This website offers an introduction to the Bill of Rights and enumerates the Rights as they appear in the Constitution. Helpful links to other portions of the website are also offered, including links to the rest of the Constitution and its amendments. The site explains the viewpoints of the Constitution's detractors, many of whom objected to the Constitution because it did not contain a list of basic rights and could therefore lead to tyranny. Among the principal detractors, according to the website, was George Mason, a Virginian who vehemently declared of the Constitution, "It has no declaration of rights." Links to his "Virginia Declaration of Rights" are also included. Another link, "A More Perfect Union," discusses in great detail the Constitutional Convention.


The American Library Association provides this site as a resource for promoting intellectual freedom. Links include channels to notable First Amendment court cases, intellectual freedom "toolkits," and First Amendment resources. One link designed specifically for children offers students a primer in intellectual freedom and the first amendment, but this site probably will be of greater use to teachers of the subject, as it is vast in scope and thoroughly offers the aforementioned links to court cases.


An impressive site, this document links to over fifteen pages on the Constitution, its design, history, and context. Useful links include "What Americans Don't Know About the Constitution," And a "Constitutional Quiz." It also has a specific section on slavery and the Constitution. Useful both to teachers and students alike because of its intensive reading selections, this site also links to lesson plans and classroom handouts.

Although this site was created by an individual and not an organization, it is recommended because of its readability for middle to high school-aged students. Its "mission" is "to serve children in search of information about the Constitution." It contains very few links, but it does have comprehensive sections on Constitutional basics, its history, slavery, women, and the Bill of Rights. It is recommended only to students, as it contains the most basic of information.

His site includes links to the Constitution and Federalist Papers, but more importantly it links readers to articles and resources about landmark cases involving the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. There is a "Religious Liberty Archive," for instance, and a link to the "tests" applied by the Supreme Court to determine the constitutionality of religious establishment. This site would be most useful to teachers, because the sheer volume of information would be difficult to wade through. Teachers could gather information from the site and then have students apply it to real-world contexts.

This is a very good site for students, as it is written specifically for teenagers. It is part of a collection of "Defining Documents" pages and includes links to a number of court cases and websites, including the NARA site mentioned in this resource guide. It also includes extremely thorough lesson plans and handouts for teachers.

[www.constitutionfacts.com], June 29, 2004
This website offers "interesting insights into the men who wrote the Constitution, how it was created, and how the Supreme Court has interpreted [it]." Links include a page on the Founders, the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, a glossary of terms, and famous quotes about the Constitution, in addition to several others. This site would be most useful to students and teachers because of the information provided. One particularly useful link is to a discussion of the Supreme Court, wherein one can learn "fascinating facts" and link to "landmark cases." Another interesting link includes amendments that were proposed but never passed.

The website has information on The Making of the Charters, The Declaration of Independence, The Constitution, The Bill of Rights, The Impact of the Charters, and high-resolution images. Students can download primary source transcripts and find more resources listed.